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Treaty of Versailles; and now the division was accentuated by
the dissemination of Bolshevist doctrines among all peoples.
Thus Eden was refuted, as a democratically-minded poli-
tician * moving about in worlds not realized '.
Faced with this unpromising attitude of the Fiihrer, Eden
could only reiterate the communique of July 1936, that
negotiations for a new Locarno Pact should include wider
problems than the merely Western security pact which Ger-
many wanted in order to be left free for expansion eastwards.
On 6th February he left London for a holiday in the south
of France, leaving Lord Cranborne to answer questions in
the House on the delicate state of Non-intervention in Spain;
but was back again on 2nd March to justify this laborious
diplomatic fiction. He claimed, as he was later to claim in the
League Assembly, that Non-intervention had prevented the
spread of war outside the Peninsula. He made no reply to the
accusation that if it had done so, it had only been at the cost
of benefiting the rebels and denying the legitimate rights of
the Spanish Government. Nor is there any reason to believe
seriously that Germany and Italy would have actually gone to
war for Spain. The danger from which Non-intervention has
saved us has, it seems, been largely imaginary, but it is diffi-
cult not to believe Eden's defence of this policy as sincere.
In the same speech he confessed his inability to believe that
the League was ' yet entombed *; and hoped still for a
, European round-table conference.
In a speech at Aberdeen on March 8 his attitude was
hardening against the Dictators. We should co-operate first
with those who are * like-minded * and should then * make
every endeavour to extend the areas of co-operation '. This
was almost the language of Mr. Attlee; while in his condem-
nation of armaments as undermining the standard of living
of the people, • in his emphasis on collaboration with the
U.S.A.—c another great stabilizing factor the influence and
authority of which was of evident advantage to mankind *—
and in his reference to international agreements to promote
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